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BANISH BEIGE. BOOST COLOUR. TRANSFORM YOUR HOME.

“My motto in life is to take risks.  Simply put, you can’t create a jaw-on-the-
floor interior without a few risks.  So I want this book to make you think a 

little differently about colour and stop being scared.” Abigail Ahern
Delivering know-how and hands-on designer expertise in brilliant, 
bite-size chunks, Abigail Ahern is the perfect guide if you want to 
introduce colour into your home but don’t know where to start or 
are scared of taking the plunge.  Learn how to figure out your colour 
palette, to trust your instincts and identify the ideal shade that will 
make a home distinctly and beautifully yours. 

Colour is capable of injecting instant glamour and cool, making a 
space cosy, luxurious and indulgent, and defining your own personal 
style. Abigail reveals how to build a room through colour, showing 
how to up the ante with accents and focal points, layer lighting, add 
drama through accessories, and play around with paint, fabric and 
pattern.  Paint is the cheapest, easiest and most transformative 
thing you can do to a space, and Abigail’s ‘seven steps to the perfect 
paint job’, combined with her failsafe ’60-30-10’ rule (below) will 
have you decorating like a pro.

“Understanding the principles of colour – and grasping the effect different colours 
have on each other – enables us to mix them up, make them clash, block, blend or pop.”
Providing colour inspiration for every room of the house, Abigail has curated beautiful images of some 
of the coolest inspirational homes around the world. Whether you want to start small, with pops of 
colour, or introduce a whole new daring palette to your home, Colour gives you all the information you 
need to reinvent your space and turn it into a home that you will never want to leave!
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